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Abstract: Approximate computing is one of best suited efficient data processing for error
resilient applications, such as signal and image processing, computer vision, machine learning,
data mining etc. Approximate computing reduces accuracy which is acceptable as a cost of
increasing the circuit characteristics depends on the application. Desirable accuracy is the
threshold point for controlling the trade off, between accuracy and circuit characteristics under
the control of the circuit designer. In this work, the rounding technique is introduced as an
efficient method for controlling this trade off. In this regard multiplier circuits as a critical
building block for computing in most of the processors have been considered for the evaluation
of the rounding technique efficiency. The impact of the rounding method is investigated by
comparison of circuit characteristics for multipliers.
1.INTRODUCTION

improving the speed and power/energy-

ENERGY minimization is one of the main

efficiency characteristics of multipliers plays

design requirements in almost any electronic

a key role in improving the efficiency of

systems, especially the portable ones such as

processors.

smart phones, tablets, and different gadgets.

Many of the DSP cores implement image

It

this

and video processing algorithms where final

minimization with minimal performance

outputs are either images or videos prepared

(speed) penalty. Digital signal processing

for human consumptions. This fact enables

(DSP) blocks are key components of these

us to use approximations for improving the

portable

various

speed/energy efficiency. This originates

multimedia applications. The computational

from the limited perceptual abilities of

core of these blocks is the arithmetic logic

human beings in observing an image or a

unit where multiplications have the greatest

video. In addition to the image and video

share among all

arithmetic operations

processing applications, there are other areas

performed in these DSP systems. Therefore,

where the exactness of the arithmetic

is

highly desired

devices

for

to

achieve

realizing
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operations is not critical to the functionality

multiplication approach at the algorithm

of the system. Being able to use the

level assuming rounded input values.

approximate

2.APPROXIMATE MULTIPLIER

computing

provides

the

designer with the ability of making tradeoffs

We are at the threshold of an explosion in

between the accuracy and the speed as well

new data, produced not only by large,

as power/energy consumption.

powerful

Applying

approximation

commercial

computers, but also by the billions of low-

arithmetic units can be performed at

power devices of various kinds. While

different design abstraction levels including

traditional workloads including transactional

circuit, logic, and architecture levels, as well

and database processing continue to grow

as algorithm and software layers. The

modestly, there is an explosion in the

approximation may be performed using

computational footprint of a range of

different techniques such as allowing some

applications that aim to extract deep insight

timing violations (e.g., voltage over scaling

from vast quantities of structured and

or

function

unstructured data. There is an exactness

approximation methods (e.g., modifying the

implied by traditional computing that is not

Boolean function of a circuit) or a

needed in the processing of most types of

combination of them. In the category of

these data. Yet today, these cognitive

function approximation methods, a number

applications continue to be executed on

of approximating arithmetic building blocks,

general purpose (and accelerator) platforms

such as adders and multipliers, at different

that are highly precise and designed with

design levels have been suggested. We focus

reliability from the ground up. Approximate

on

low

computing aims to relax these constraints

power/energy yet approximate multiplier

with the goal of obtaining significant gains

appropriate

in computational throughput - while still

clocking)

proposing

for

a

error

and

to

and

the

over

the

scientific

high-speed

resilient

DSP

applications. The proposed approximate

maintaining an acceptable quality of results.

multiplier, which is also area efficient, is

A primary goal of research in approximate

constructed by modifying the conventional

computing is to determine what degrees of
approximations in the several layers of the
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system stack (from algorithms down to

they became cheap and pervasive. Our

circuits and semi-conductor devices) are

applications spanned the domains of digital

feasible so that the produced results are

signal processing, robotics, and machine

acceptable, albeit possibly different from

learning. Across the set of applications

those obtained using precise computation.

studied, our results show that we were able

Approximate computing techniques studied

to perforate hot loops in the studied

by

focused

applications by an average of 50%, with

primarily on optimizing one layer of the

proportional reduction in overall execution

system stack and have shown benefits in

time, while still

power or execution time. In this work we set

quality of results. In addition, we were able

out to investigate if combining multiple

to reduce the width of the data used in the

approximation techniques spanning more

computation to 10-16 bits from the currently

than one layer of the system

stack

common 32 or even 64 bits, with potential

compounded the benefits, and if these

for significant performance and energy

compounded benefits are widely applicable

benefits. In the parallel applications we

across different application domains.

studied, we were able to reduce execution

In

time by 50% through partial elimination of

various

researchers

order

to

demonstration,
approximation

have

provide
we

a

focused

concrete
on

categories:

three

skipping

producing

acceptable

synchronization overheads.
Finally, our results also demonstrate that the

computations, approximation of arithmetic

benefits

computations

and

compounded when applied concurrently.

approximation of communication between

That is, combined judiciously, the multiple

computational elements. As representatives

techniques do not significantly lessen the

of

loop

effectiveness of one another. As the benefits

perforation, reduced arithmetic precision,

of approximate computing are not restricted

and relaxation of synchronization. We

to a small class of applications these results

selected

are

motivate a re-thinking of the general

computationally expensive but have the

purpose processor architecture to natively

potential to significantly impact our lives if

support different kinds of approximation to

each

themselves,

category

we

evaluated

applications
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better realize the potential to approximate

to

computing.

applications.

Rounding technique is one of the most

implemented on different levels of multiplier

efficient methods for packing the input data

blocks. Input block has a rounding technique

before processing. This method has a

for both 16bit and 32bit based on accuracy

potential

levels.

to

improve

the

circuit

be

considerable
Different

Generated

depending

on

algorithms

are

partial

products

are

characteristics such as power and energy

divided into either active or inactive partial

consumption, speed and area which is

products. Inactive partial products are all

suitable

approximate

zeros and hence are not needed to be

computing. Approximate computing works

considered in the reduction process with

very well to most of error resilient

compressors.

applications in the field of computer vision,

3.

image processing, pattern recognition, signal

APPROXIMATE MULTIPLIER

processing,

The

machine

method

for

scientific

learning.

the

computing,

Over

main

idea

DESIGN

behind

the

OF

proposed

decade,

approximate multiplier is to make use of

research on these areas has given lots of

rounded input for multiplication. Proposed

opportunities in research. A multiplier is a

algorithm applies a rounding technique

fundamental block of computation and one

before passing the data to the partial product

of the most resource-consuming operation.

generation. Fig. 1 shows the design chart for

We see innumerable research on this front

realization of the proposed method for the

with a significant tradeoff on accuracy and

approximate multiplier design. Among the

power-delay-energy. Fundamental building

two inputs (Multiplicand and Multiplier), the

blocks of the multiplier are partial product

Multiplier is rounded first by passing

generation, partial product reduction, and

through

packing. This paper proposes rounding

multiplication operation starts, the sign bit of

technique as a new method for input block

both inputs is stored, and the output sign of

prior to partial product generation. Accuracy

the multiplication result based on the inputs

curve as a criteria plays a critical role in

signs are determined. At the last stage, the

controlling and minimizing the error range

proper sign is applied to the result. In an
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event of multiplying negative numbers, the
respective input blocks are converted into
their 2‟s complement.
In conventional multipliers, with N-bit
input, N × N partial products (partial
products) are generated. But in the rounding
technique, the partial products generated are
the combination of active and inactive
partial products. The active partial products
are, that have "1" as the coefficient on the
Multiplier. After rounding, it causes a
complete row of Multiplicand as the result.
Therefore, inactive partial products are the
lines with whole 0‟s. Therefore, has no
necessity to cover them in the reduction
process.

Fig. 1: 16-bit Block diagram of the
Algorithm
Rounding

input

data

requires

major

responsibility in maintaining the accuracy.
With a basic intuition, it can be stated that,
rounding lower bits results in less error
compared to rounding higher bits. Thus, the
proposed algorithm has assigned rounding
weights with respect to the bit position
value. There is a small error gap between
accurate bit position and rounded bit
position. For every accurate bit, there is a
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corresponding rounded bit value assigned.

traditional way, N-bit inputs are multiplied

Error gap reduces as the bit position value

to generate N × N Partial products. In terms

increases. Fig. 2 gives an example where „A‟

of computation complexity, as the number of

and „B‟ are inputs and input „B‟ is rounded

bits increases, the length of Partial products

to get „Br‟. "Rounding Technique" basically

increases with O(N²). Proposed algorithm

checks for a „1‟ in the „X‟ bit position and

provides computation complexity ≤ O(N×6)

assigns „1‟ to the respective „Y‟ bit position

for 16-bit and ≤ O(N×13) for 32bit. For

with or without a small error.

better understanding, along with design, an
example is explained with input values A, B
and Br (from fig. 6(right)). Multiplier input
„B‟ is first rounded to „Br‟. Inputs are then
multiplied to get N×N partial products. Due
to rounding of multiplier input, N×N partial
products is a combination of active and
inactive partial products. Multiplier with „1‟
as coefficient, after rounding, causes a
complete row of Multiplicand as a result as
illustrated in fig. 3. Therefore, inactive
partial products are the whole zero values

Fig. 2: An example after rounding „B‟ (16-

line which had "0" as the coefficient on the

bit)

Multiplier. Thus, there is no need to cover

Partial products reduction is a stage where

them in the reduction process. In fact,

partial products are compressed using

inactive partial products could only increase

different kind of compressors. Proposed

hardware. This has led us to first eliminate,

algorithm gives a flexibility on reducing

all inactive partial products before packing.

number of partial products rows. For an

This approach plays important role in

instance 16-bit design shown in Fig. 3

reducing power, area and time usage and in

reduces partial products to 6 rows which is

turn increasing its efficiency. The active

identified as active partial products. Like all

partial products are compressed and packed
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using three stages of compression. In the 1st

4.

stage, partial products are compressed using

APPROXIMATE MULTIPLIER

full adders and half adders. An output of 1st

The

stage compression is further compressed

approximate multiplier is to make use of

using a 4:2 compressor when inputs are

rounded input for multiplication. Modified

16bit whereas for 32bit, 9:2 compressor. Fig.

algorithm applies a rounding technique

3 (right) illustrates corresponding operations

before passing the data to the partial product

on an example. An output of the 2nd stage

generation.

compressor is finally packed using OR gate

(Multiplicand and Multiplier), the Multiplier

to get a final product. Conventionally full

is rounded first by passing through rounding

adders are used instead of OR. The very idea

block. Before the multiplication operation

of using OR gate instead of full adder is to

starts, the sign bit of both inputs is stored,

reduce area and energy usage noticeably.

and the output sign of the multiplication

MODIFIED

main

idea

DESIGN

behind

Among

the

the

two

OF

modified

inputs

result based on the inputs signs are
determined. At the last stage, the proper sign
is applied to the result. A single 2n-bit
Parallel Prefix adder is used to calculate the
summation of partial products whose output
is the absolute value of the output of the
modified multiplier.
5.RESULT

Fig. 3: Multiplier Design (left) with an

Fig.4 Output wave form

example (right) (16-bit).

Fig 4 show the simulation result of proposed
multiplier a, b, clk, rst as the input and p as
the output
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keep

accuracy relatively near

conventional

6. COMPRESSION TABLE

method.

With

to

the

flexible

reduction of partial products, proposed
algorithm

produces

great

hardware

characteristics, when compared to DRUM.
The modified multiplier, which had high
7. CONCLUSION
Proposed algorithm proves to be best in
terms

of

efficiency

power-area
when

delay and

compared

to

PDP
other

algorithms for both signed and unsigned
data (16-bit and 32-bit). This is the primary
investigation of rounding technique on

accuracy based on rounding of the inputs in
the

form

of

computational

2n.

In

intensive

this
part

way,

the

of

the

multiplication was omitted improving speed
and energy consumption at the price of a
small error.

approximate multiplier by having one

8. FUTURE SCOPE
This multipliers plays a very important role

method of rounding pattern which are fixed

in our day to day life. In future the

active partial product rows. With this

multipliers are going to play a major role.

rounding pattern, we see potential areas of

The speed of the multipliers are increased by

less accuracy and areas with better accuracy

using carry save adders, carry look ahead

corresponding to probability of rounding

adder, and so on. Rounding patterns will be

value. Based on accuracy required, rounding

optimized based on required accuracy and

patterns are changed with a little extra

different compression techniques. The area

expense of hardware. Rounding pattern can

and delay can be reduced in future by using

be modified to have fixed or dynamic partial

advanced technology.

product rows and yet have fewer active
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